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With a coupling laser locked to caesium 6S1／2 =4-6P3／2 =5 cycling transition and a co-propagating probe 

laser scanned across 6S1／2 Fg=4-6P3／2 =3，4 and 5 transitions，a novel scheme for sub-Doppler spectra in Doppler— 

broadened v_type three-level system is demonstrated by detecting the transmission of the coupling laser through a 

caesium vapour cel1．The Autler—Townes doublet in the sub-Doppler spectra of the coupling laser is clearly observed． 

The effects of coupling laser intensity on the splitting and linewidth of the Autler—Townes doublet are experimentally 

investigated and the results agree well with theoretical predictions． Taking the multiple hyperfine levels of caesium 

atom into account．a brief analysis is presented． 
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1．Introduction 

I he light—atom interaction is one of the most im— 

portant subjects in quantum optics and laser spec— 

troscopy． Originally,Autler and Townes developed 

a theory and proved experimentally the AC Stark 

splitting of energy levels driven by a microwave field， 

named the Autler～Townes d0ublet。[1]The results were 

introduced into optics[。】and elicited a series of exper- 

imental research works which aimed to the features 

of two-level atomic system driven by a resonant field． 

Then a breakthrough for understanding of the spec— 

tra and the light-atom interaction was achieved us— 

ing dressed atoms mode1．【3】From then on the Autle卜 

Townes doublet has occupied all important position 

in laser spectroscopy． To explore the implication of 

Autler-Townes doublet，generally one directs a weak 

scanning probe la8er into a thermal atomic vapour cell 

which is illuminated by an intense coupling laser，to 

observe a probe transmission spectrum．However，it is 

inevitable that the spectra always contain a Doppler 

background due to the motion of thermal atoms in 

the vapour cell，and the Doppler broadening limits 

the resolution of the spectra greatly． 

Indeed， the absorption spectra of cold atoms 

may perfectly meet the requirement of Doppler—free 

spectroscopy,[4,5] but it cannot be applied widely 

and easily because of the complex laser cooling 

and trapping system． So the sub—Doppler spec— 

tra in thermal atomic system are still the object 

many physicists pursue in this field． Several sub— 

Doppler technical approaches[。一儿]have emerged as 

the practice requires，for example，saturation absorp— 

tion spectroscopy(SAS)，polarization spectroscopy, 
two-photon spectroscopy,and selective reflection spec— 

troscopy． 

Considering a A--type or a ladder-type three·-level 

system，Refs．[8】and[12]predict the sub—Doppler 
Autler-Townes doublet， even sub-nature Autler- 

Townes doublet in a Doppler—broadened system based 

on the density-matrix motion equations． The V— 

type system also has the same behaviour．[ 。， 。]Sub— 

sequently, all these predictions are experimentally 

observed．Is一1oJ These results have made a large steD 
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to precise spectroscopy and were used to measur e the 

interval of hyperfine levels of atoms．【u J 

In this paper，with an intense coupling laser 

locked to caesium 6S1／2 =4—6P3／2 =5 cycling 

transition and a copropagating weak laser scanned 

across 6S1／2 =4—6P3／2 Fe=3，4 and 5 transi— 

tions．we demonstrate novel sub—Doppler spectra in a 

Doppler—broadened V—type three—level system by de- 

tecting the transmission of the coupling laser through c 

a caesium vapour cel1．The splitting and the linewidth 

of the Autler-Townes doublet in the sub--Doppler spec-- 

tra are systematically measured and compared with 

the theoretical predictions． 

2．Experimental arrangement 

Figure 1 shows the relevant caesium hyperfine lev— 

els and transitions in our experiment． An 852nm 

grating external—cavity diode laser(ECDL，Toptica 

DLIO0)was locked to =4-F~=5 transition as the 

coupling laser，while an 852nm distributed—Bragg— 

reflector(DBR1 diode laser(SDL一5712一H1)scanned 

across =4一 =3，4，5 transitions as the probe laser． 

The linewidth of model DL100 ECDL is about 1 MHz， 

and DBR laser’s 1inewidth is typically 3 MHz at a time 

scale of】second． 
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6Pa／~ =4 

6P3／~ =3 

6Sl12 Fg=4 

Fig．1．The relevant hyperfine levels of caesium atoms． 

The coupling laser is locked to 6SI／2 =4—6P3／2 

=5 cycling transition(detuning to the cycling tran— 

sition△c～O)，while the probe laser is scanned across 

the whole 681／2 =4—6P3／2 =3，4，5 three tran。 

sjtions． 

The sketch of our experimental setup is depicted 

in Fig．2．The coupling and probe lasers were shaped 

by anamorphic prism pairs to a nearly circular spot 

with diameter 2．1mm and 1．5mm，respectively．The 

SAS technique is used to lock the coupling ECDL 

FiE．2．Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement．The saturation-absorption-spectroscopy locking tech- 

nique(SAS lock)is utilized to actively stabilize the coupling laser to ：4一 =5 cycling transition．An adjustable 

attenuator consisting。f a haIf-wave plate(HP)and a polarized beams splitting cube 1(PBS1)is for controlling the 
coupling intensity．The SAS device provides a reference frequency standard as the function generator to scan the 

probe laser’8 frequency across ----4一 =3，4 and 5 transitions．PBS2 is used to combine the s-polarized coupling 

beam and the p．polarized probe beam before entering the caesium cel1．and PBS3 to separate them after the cellt 

PDs：photodiodes；NDF：neutral density filter． 
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laser and provides a frequency standard for calibrating 

the probe frequency detuning．In the region of 40mm- 

long caesium vapour cell，the probe beam’s power is 

kept at about 35 W ，while the coupling beam’s power 

can be modified from 0 to 30mW  through a half- 

wave plate(HP)and a polarized—beam splitting cube 

(PBS1)．PBS2 and PBS3 with typical extinction ratio 
of 50dB are used to combine and separate the coupling 

and probe lasers． So the coupling and probe beams 

copropagate in the caesium cell with orthogonal lin- 

ear polarizations fs—polarization for the coupling beam 

and P—polarization for the probe beam，indicated a,s 

“s”and“P”in Fig．21．Transmission beams of probe 

and coupling lasers are received by photodiodes PD2 

and PD3 respectively，and recorded with a digital os- 

cilloscope(not shown in Fig．2)which is trigged by the 
synchronistic signal from the triangle wave generator 

for probe laser scanning． 

3．Experimental results and dis． 

CUSSIOn 

Generally,one detects the transmission of the 

probe laser to study the interaction of atom and COU— 

piing beam ．However，the Doppler background is the 

most annoying issue．In this paper，we prefer to de- 

tect the coupling transmission as well as the probe 

absorption signal， Since the frequency interval of 

Fe=5 and Fe=4 is 251MHz(much larger than the cou— 

pling laser linewidth,-dMHz)，and the coupling laser 

is frequency—locked to Fg=4一Fe；5 cycling transition， 
the absorption of the coupling laser attributes mainly 

to the zero velocity atoms in the direction parallel to 

that of laser propagation．[ 。】As soon as the coupling 

laser is guided into the vapour cell with a certain in— 

tensity，it will immediately reach a population balance 

between ground state and excited state and experience 

a stable transmission signa1．The transmission signal 

only varies with the coupling intensity． Only if the 

probe laser drives these atoms to another hyperfine 

level such as Fe=3 or Fe=4，the population balance 

will be disturbed，and the,absorption intensity of the 

coupling laser in the atomic system will be different． 

So the Autler-Townes doublet is also observed in the 

tra~usmission spectra of coupling laser while scanning 

the probe laser frequency． 

In trace a of Fig．3 ：the saturation absorption 

spectrum is given for frequency calibration of the 

probe frequency detuning． The probe’s transmis- 

sion spectrum is shown as trace b of Fig；3． From 

left to right，it shows electromagnetically induced 

transparency(EIT)peaks of V-type three—level sys— 

tern located at the frequency position of =4一Fe=3， 

= 4-F~=4 and electromagnetically induced absorp— 

tion(EIA)absorption-enhanced peak of nearly degen- 
erate two—level system located inside an absorption- 

saturated dip at最=4-F~=5．The releva~ut analy- 

sis and detailed experimental results are presented in 

Refs．『141 and『151． 

W hen the probe laser frequency is smoothly 

scanned across Fg；4． =3，4 and 5 transitions the 
sub—Doppler spectra in the coupling laser’s transmis— 

sion are recorded and shown as traces c and d in Fig．3 

with different coupling intensity． Obviously trace c 

displays sub-Doppler character without any Doppler 

background．W ith a moderate coupling intens ity the 

Autler-Townes doublet is clearly observed in the sub— 

Doppler spectra(trace d of Fig．3)． 

卫 

目 

Probe detuning／MHz 

Fig．3．Transmissive spectra of the probe and coupling 

beams．Tr ace a is the typical Doppler-broadened sat- 

uration absorption spectrum，which is for~equency 

calibration． =4_ =5 cycling transition is reason- 

ably selected as zero point of probe detuning．Trace 

b from PD2 is for probe beam． nace c from PD3 is 

the transmissive signal of weak coupling beam．From 

kft to right the three Doppler-free peaks correspond 

to =4-Fe=3，4，5 transitions respectively．Trace d 

also from PD3 is the transmissive signal of the intense 

coupling beam．Autler-Townes doublet can be clearly 

seen around =4-F~=3 and =4一 =4 transitions 

because the intense coupling beam splits =4 state 

into two dressed states． 

、扫【̂!g∞ 舒日＆ 
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In order to explain the physical processes behind 

the doublet，many theoretical analyses have been pre— 

sented．Here we only recall the V-type three-level sys- 

tem with an intuitive dressed．atoms picture．[13】W hen 

an intense coupling field is applied to a stationary two— 

level atomic system，the AC Stark shift induced by 

the coupling field deeply modifies the atomic energy- 

level structure and leads to a new resonance． This 

modification or interaction between the two．．1evel sys．． 

tern and the intense coupling field could be under． 

stood as the dressed atoms．[3】The absorption spectra 

of these dressed atoms were separated into two peaks 

located at the position of two dressed states，named 

the Autler-Townes doublet．Their locations are given 

bv[13】： 

。= 土 1 砸  (1) 

And the linewidths of the two Autler-Townes peaks 

are expected as 

c = ( 千 ) 
where is the Rabi frequency of the coupling laser， 

△c is the detuning of the coupling laser and F is the 

natural linewidth of hyperfine level fF=21r x 5．2MHz 

for caesium 6Pa／2 state)． If△c≈ 0，the loca- 

tion(△1，2)of the two peaks have土 symmetrically 
shifted away from the atomic hyperfine transition and 

their linewidth(z~U)l，2 will keep at 1"／2．In this sit- 
uation，the splitting between the two Autler—Townes 

peaks uniquely depends on the coupling intensity．In 

our experiment，the transmission signal of the locked 

coupling laser obtained with PD3 reveals mainly the 

zero—velocity atoms’behaviour(no Doppler shift for 

these atoms)．It is clear from the above expression 
that，if△c≈ 0，the two peaks of the doublet are sym— 

metric and have identical linewidth．However，the ac- 

tual situation is not so simple．W e could not consider 

only the zero velocity atoms practically． The non- 

zero velocity atoms also have a certain probability to 

absorb the coupling and probe beams，and the locked 

coupling laser does not run exactly at the resonate fre— 

quency and exist a certain detuning．As a result，the 

doublet is somewhat asymmetric though the coupling 

laser is locked(trace d of Fig．3)． 

Figure 4 is the Autler-Townes splitting for =4一 

= 3 transition as a function of optical power of the 

coupling beam with △ ≈ 0． The theoretical result 

from Eq．(2)is also given as the curve．The experi- 
mental data are in good agreement with the theoreti- 

ca】resl】】t． 

60 

50 

Power of coupling beam／roW 

Fig．4．The frequency splitting of the Autler—Townes 

doublet in coupling beam’8 transmission for Fg 4一 

Fe=3 transition versus power of coupling beam ．The 

solid squares are experimental data．Probe beam  is 

kept at 35／~W ．Diameters of beam spots are approxi· 

mately 1．5mm for probe beam and～ 2．1mm for COU- 

pling beam  in the caesium cell region．The solid curve 

is the theoretica1 result． 

According to Eq．(2)the linewidth of the Autler- 

Townes doublet is 1"／2 and independent of the COU- 
pling intensity．The linewidths of the Autler—Townes 

peaks for Fg=4一 =3 transition are measured at dif- 

ferent coupling powers(see the solid circles in Fig．5) 
and it is shown that these linewidths are much larger 

than F．It can be seen that the stronger the coupling， 

the larger the linewidth．Actually，if taking the opti- 

cal power broadening into account，the linewidth will 

depend upon 1"／2~-f+s(see the solid curve in Fig．5)， 

here s=ic／i~is the saturation parameter，厶is the in— 

tensity of the coupling beam and =1．12mW／cm is 
the saturation intensity for caesium atoms．A remark— 

able difference between experimental measurements 

and theoretical prediction is probably due to other rea- 

sons，such as misalignment of the coupling and probe 

beams in the caesium cell，geomagnetic field，other 

stray magnetic fields，and collisions broadening．All 

these factors wil】further broaden the Autler Townes 

doublet 
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Power of coupling be~．m／mW 

Fig．5． Linewidths of the Autler-Townes doublet in 

coupling beam transmission for Fg=4-F~：3 transition 

versus power of coupling beam ．The solid circles are 

m easured linewidths based on Lorentzian profile．The 

solid curve gives theoretical prediction when only tak- 

ing power-broadening effect into aCCOUnt． 

4．Conclusions 

to investigate the sub—Doppler spectra．Here the sub- 

Doppler spectra of V--type three--level caesium system 

are demonstrated via transmission of the locked COU 

pling laser，and the Autler—Townes doublet is clearly 

observed． In this case the ground state may be 

depicted with dressed state mode1． The frequency 

splitting and sub—Doppler linewidth depending upon 

the coupling intensity are experimentally investigated． 

The results are compared with the theoretical predic- 

tions． 

W ith simple experimental equipment，the sub- 

Doppler coupling transmission spectra will have 

promising application in precision spectroscopy．Now 

the novel approach has been developing as an aCCU- 

rarely measurement too1．【u】W ith a given coupling 

intensity．trace c and trace d in Fig．3 present distinct 

peaks that depends on the probe frequency．This fea- 

ture may be used as a standard to lock the probe laser 

and transfer stability from the coupling laser to the 

Normally the absorption of probe laser was used probe laser 
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